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I. A LAT~ NgOLITHIC SCRAPER FROM NETHER KELLET AND 'rHE DISTRIBUTION

OF POPULATION c. 2000 B.C. by T. CLARE._..-------e

Fig. 1

,
The object illustrated in fig. 1, and made of dark flint

varying in colour from black to mottled grey, was found in the
garden of a bungalow at Nether Kellet in 1967 and was reported
briefly in Contrebis 2,1. In 1973, when the discovery of the
object was first reported - (it is still in the owner's posses
sion) - its exact position was given as SD 50486742. It was
said to have been found beneath a mass of clay with stones at a
depth of 0.60 m.

The find spot is located at the bottom of a concave slope,
in a depression between glacially moulded hills. It is now
impossible to ascertain whether the depth of the find was caused
by its being in a pit, being covered by solifluction or being in
a mass of clay turned over during previous disturbances.

A search of the remainder of the garden and an inspection
of the building sites on the uphill side of the site by the
writer's brother failed to discover any other artefact. Amongst
the boulder clay and soliflucted boulder clay there were, however,
nodules of black chert similar to some used at the Early Neo
lithic site at Storrs Moss (Powell, Oldfield and Corcoran, 1971;
Clare and Davey, forthcoming). That good quality flint should
have been 'lost' in an area of workable chert can hardly be
without signific~nce.

The object is clearly a scraper but of a type not hitherto
recorded from this area - it is, for example, much larger than
the Early Neo1ithic scraper from Storrs Moss or the Bronze Age
ones from the Rossenda1e Anticline (Clare 1973) and the Cumbrian
coast (Cherry. 1963; 1965). The proportions of the Ke11et scraper are
those ascribed to Late Neo1ithic examples (Wainwright 1971, 167):
a date supported by the three long flakes detached from the upper
surface showing that it has been struck from a prepared core,
another Late Neo1ithic trait (Wainwright 1971, 168).
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The importance of the find lies not in its rather unusual form
and character but in its location in a lowland area. This site

together with other lithic material from the area, the Late Neo
lithic pottery from Lancaster and the Doghole Cave Wart on
(Manby 1965), and the Beaker sherds/vessels" from the latter site,
Sizergh Fell and Levens Park suggests a reasonable density of
population in Lowland Lonsdale at the beginning of the second
millenium B.C.

The character of the flint also points to a lowland dis
tribution and movement of population for it is of such size and
quality that it must have been imported, presumably from East
Yorkshire through the Clapham-Skipton Gap. Two further places
of evidence imply that this Gap was an early routeway: the dis
tribution of Langdale axes (c. 2500-1800? B.C.) corresponds
closely with the line of the Aire Gap (Manby 1965); and the
early All Over Cord Beakers (c. 2000-100 B.C.) have a distribu
tion, in N.W. England, from Settle through Warton and Sizergh
to Walney Island and Eskdale (Clare 1973). It has always been
assumed that this lowland distribution reflects prehistoric
trade routes but this can vnly be partly true as the Pennine
Gaps only assume significance for or exert their influence upon
wheeled transport, which the middlemen engaged in the axe trade
are unlikely to have used. The explanation for the distribution
of axes and A.O.C. Beakers must, therefore, be that the traders ~
and settlers moved through the Gaps because existing settlement
and farmland was there. ,I

At a slightly later period the relatively extensive Bronze
A~e cemeteries at Lancaster and the bronze blade from Silverdale
(Contrebis 2,1,49) testify to a similar distribution of popula
tion, although the burial at Jubilee Tower suggests some use of
the lower fells.

Given the evidence supports a lowland as much as an upland
distribution for the Late Neo1ithic-Early Bronze Age population
(there has always been a tendency to assume Prehistoric man
avoided the 'thickly wooded, beastieinfested' lowlands) one may
postulate the existence of transhumance. It is a'.so evident more
early prehistoric material must exist in Lowland Lonsdale and
that the relatively dense population at the beginning of the sec
ond millenium B.C. foreshadowed the prosperity of the area
achieved in the first centuries A.D. (Edwards 1971, 32).
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